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COLD OPEN

INT. 99 PRECINCT - KITCHEN - DAY

HOLT and TERRY stare into the microwave. A cup of black 
coffee begins to boil. 

TERRY
It’s getting hot in there.

HOLT
Boiling hot. That’s the only way I 
drink my coffee. 

TERRY
Doesn’t that burn your taste buds 
off?

HOLT
Precisely. I hate the taste of 
coffee. 

A DING is heard. The microwave turns off, Holt opens the 
microwave, grabs his mug and takes a big drink.

Terry grabs a UPS package sitting on the table. 

INT. 99 PRECINCT - BULLPEN - DAY

Terry enters the bullpen and tosses the package to JAKE.

TERRY
Found this in the Kitchen.

JAKE
Finally, this thing has been lost 
in the mail since last Christmas.

Jake opens the package as ROSA and CHARLES watch. 

ROSA
Missile Toe? You bought mistletoe 
from a company that can’t even 
spell correctly.

CHARLES
Good old mistletoe, brings back a 
lot of warm memories.
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FLASHBACK - INT. CHARLE’S HOME - DAY - 30 YEARS AGO

Charle’s GRANDMOTHER pins a piece of mistletoe to the 
doorway.

CHARLES
What are you doing Grandma?

Before Grandmother can answer, NANCY, the neighbor girl 
interrupts.

NANCY
It’s for kissing. You stand under 
it and someone will kiss you. 

Charles stands under the mistletoe, closes his eyes and 
puckers his lips.

Nancy walks away, finally Grandmother leans in and kisses 
Charles then leaves the room.

Charles opens his eyes with a huge smile on his face.

INT. BULLPEN - BACK TO SCENE

Jake continues to open the package.

CHARLES
I fell in love that day but she 
never would return my calls.

ROSA
I can believe that.

JAKE
You guys are both wrong about the 
package. The spelling is correct 
and it’s not for kissing. 

Jake pulls out a carbon fiber device from the box.

JAKE (CONT'D)
It’s my new self defense tool 
called Missile Toe.

ROSA
Are these ball bearings? You’re 
gonna shoot your eye out, kid. 

Jake straps the device to his foot then loads the ball 
bearings into the Missile Toe. 
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JAKE
Cover your eyes, Charles. It’s 
testing time.

Jake stomps his foot down causing the Missile Toe to fire a 
ball bearing across the room.

Holt enters the bullpen just in time for the ball bearing to 
smash into his coffee cup. 

HOLT
AAHH, it burns.

ROSA
Well Jake, looks like you’re gonna 
be kissing something now.

END OF COLD OPEN
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ACT ONE

INT. 99 PRECINCT - BRIEFING ROOM - DAY

Jake, Charles, Rosa, and Terry sit in the briefing room. Holt 
enters with a clipboard and a bandage on his hand. 

HOLT
Alright, listen up, last night we 
had a call about a break in at the 
Brooklyn Art Museum. 

Charles folds a piece of paper.

CHARLES
It wasn’t the origami show was it?

JAKE
No way, can’t be, that ended months 
ago. 

ROSA
Plus, no one cares about those 
paper swans.

Charles stops folding the paper and throw it into the trash.

HOLT
He’s right origami was only cool in 
the nineties.  

CHARLES
I still think it’s cool.

Rosa reaches into the trash and pulls out the paper that 
Charles was folding.

ROSA
What’s this supposed to be?

CHARLES
It’s an origami ball. 

ROSA
Oh, I get it now.

Rosa throws the paper ball back into the trash can.

HOLT
The exhibit that was vandalized is 
the VHS Tape show. It features old 
video tape showcasing stories from 
around the world. 
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CHARLES
Tape was only cool in the nineties 
too, by the way. 

JAKE
That’s not true.

TERRY
Yeah, that’s false.

ROSA
Totally wrong about that.

HOLT
Let’s just focus on the facts. 
First, tape is still cool. Second, 
these tapes served as a physical 
record of a time period. 

JAKE
Exactly.

TERRY
Couldn’t have said it better, 
Captain.

HOLT
Jake, you and Rosa run this down. 

JAKE
You bet. We’ll get to the bottom of 
this tape massacre. 

Holt grabs a laptop and opens it up.

HOLT
Next I would like to welcome back 
Santiago.

On the laptop AMY joins the team via Zoom meeting.

AMY
Hey, Team. 

The group claps and cheers.

CHARLES
Hey, Amy.

HOLT
Amy will be providing direct 
support while at home.
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AMY
Mac sleeps all day and I already 
miss you guys. 

SCULLY and HITCHCOCK show up late with donuts then take a 
seat in back.

SCULLY
You guys talking about the tape 
exhibit?

HITCHCOCK
It’s tragic. 

HOLT
We’ve spent this entire meeting 
mourning the loss of the tape 
exhibit. 

TERRY
I’m glad you two are here. Just so 
everyone knows, we have our annual 
physical standards test coming up 
next month. 

Terry walks over near Hitchcock and Scully.

TERRY (CONT'D)
I don’t want to put your business 
out there, but I think this is 
going to take a team effort. 

SCULLY
What do you mean?

TERRY
You two both have two strikes 
against you. If you fail one more 
physical standards test, you’ll be 
forced to resign.

CHARLES
We can’t let that happen.

SCULLY
Oh course, we appreciate your help, 
but we’ve been planning and 
researching on ways to help us pass 
the test. 

Hitchcock opens his donut box and pulls out a maple bar.
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HITCHCOCK
I’ve got an announcement too, these 
donuts are special. They’re weight 
loss donuts.

SCULLY
That’s right, we went in halves on 
them, two hundred dollars each.

TERRY
You two paid four hundred dollars 
for some donuts?

HITCHCOCK
That’s right, they’ll help us loose 
some weight while still enjoying 
donuts.

SULLY
So please don’t eat them.

Scully closes the donut box.

The group watch closely as Scully and Hitchcock eat another 
donut.

HOLT
Enough about these donuts, we got 
work to do. 

EXT. BROOKLYN ART MUSEUM - DAY

Jake and Rosa stand in front of the Art Museum. Broken glass 
lay in the doorway from the break in.

JAKE
Some of my earliest memories were 
recorded on VHS tape.

ROSA
Oh, yeah?

JAKE
Yeah, so this case hits extra close 
to home. 

Jake walk towards the entrance as Rosa follows.

INT. JAKE AND AMY’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Amy sets her laptop on the coffee table directly next to MAC.
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AMY
Okay, which one of you will need my 
help first?

Mac is sound asleep. Amy checks the Zoom app on her phone, no 
new messages.

AMY (CONT'D)
I can’t let you sleep all day, bud.

Amy picks Mac up from his sleeper.

Her phone RINGS, the caller ID reads DAVID, she answers the 
call. 

AMY (CONT'D)
Hey, David.

DAVID
Hey, how are you and the baby 
doing?

AMY
He’s doing great, pretty much 
sleeps all day, which is risky 
because...

DAVID
Hey listen, you’re not gonna 
believe this but I just bought a 
new Tesla. 

AMY
Okay.

DAVID
It’s red and super fast. I’m 
thinking more like Elon everyday.

AMY
That’s great, David.

DAVID
Anyways, I’m gonna take it over to 
Mom and Dad’s place to show them.

AMY
Okay David, enjoy that.

DAVID
Alright, see ya!

Amy ends the call and crosses her arms.
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AMY
Maybe some retail therapy would be 
good for me too?

Amy puts Mac into the stroller. She grabs a pair of 
binoculars and a can of mace and puts them in her purse.  

EXT. BROOKLYN STREET - DAY

Amy pushes her stroller down the street looking into 
different shops.

A STRANGER jay-walks into traffic, Amy pulls out her phone 
and snaps a picture.

AMY
Hey, that’s illegal. Use the 
crosswalks.

The Stranger ignores Amy. 

AMY (CONT'D)
There must be some type of crime I 
can help solve out here.

Amy continues walking down the street when she notices KEVIN 
inside a Coffee Shop. He is with a MYSTERIOUS WOMAN smiling 
and hugging. 

Amy pushes her stroller to the side and pulls her binoculars. 

AMY (CONT'D)
What do we have here?

Amy watches as the Mysterious Woman leans in and kisses 
Kevin.

AMY (CONT'D)
Oh... M... G. 

Kevin pulls away but the Mysterious Woman leans in a second 
time and kisses Kevin. 

AMY (CONT'D)
This is just the crime I’ve been 
looking for. 

The Mysterious Woman exits the Coffee Shop. Amy puts her 
binoculars away and follows her. 
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INT. 99 PRECINCT - BULLPEN - DAY

Scully and Hitchcock sit around eating their weight loss 
donuts. 

SCULLY
I didn’t think this was possible, 
something so sweet that can 
actually help with weight loss.

HITCHCOCK
Science has come a long way, my 
friend.

Charles types on his computer then stops.

CHARLES
If you guys want to be scientific, 
you’re gonna need a scale.

Charles opens his desk drawer and pulls out a weight scale. 
He slides it over to Scully.

CHARLES (CONT'D)
Let’s get scientific.

Scully and Hitchcock look at the scale.

HITCHCOCK
I don’t know Charles, this could 
totally kill our motivation. 

SCULLY
Yeah, I don’t know about this 
scale, I mean what if it’s off?

Charles walks over to their desks and turns the scale on.

CHARLES
The scale never lies.

Scully looks at the scale then looks at the box of donuts.

SCULLY
Hey, wait a second, there should be 
10 donuts left, but I only count 8.

HITCHCOCK
That can’t be right, these things 
are too expensive to go missing.

SCULLY
Who would eat our special donuts?
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Hitchcock and Scully both look at Charles.

CHARLES
Hey, don’t look at me! I would 
never.

Hitchcock and Sully stand up and face Charles.

CHARLES (CONT'D)
For all I know, one of you guys 
double dipped and ate more than 
your share. You can’t blame all 
this on me just because I proposed 
a scale.

SCULLY
There’s only one way to find out. 

HITCHCOCK
The three of us will all weigh 
ourselves, then we can see who is 
loosing weight.  

CHARLES
Okay, you gotta a deal, but I’m 
just here trying to help you. If 
you fail the physical standards 
test, well, you know what that 
means.

Charles stands on the scale that reads, 155.

Scully stands on the scale that read 230.

Hitchcock stands on the scale that reads 260.

HITCHCOCK
Alright gentlemen looks like we 
will use science to see who’s 
telling the truth.

END ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

INT. BROOKLYN ART MUSEUM - LOBBY - DAY

Broken glass covers the ground, there’s graffiti on the wall 
and damaged VHS tapes. 

Jake and Rosa stand in the lobby with their hands on their 
hips when MARTHA, 62, the general manager of the art exhibit 
interrupts them. 

MARTHA
Hello, you must be here from the 
police station?

Jake turns to face Martha.

JAKE
I’m detective Peralta and this is 
my partner detective Diaz. We got 
your call about the break in.  

MARTHA
Yes, I’m Martha, the general 
manager, and these are my cookies. 

Martha points to a platter of cookies sitting on the counter. 

JAKE
I would love a cookie, ma’am.

Jake grabs two cookies.

MARTHA
You remind me of my grandson, he 
likes cookies too. 

JAKE
He sounds like a fine young man.

MARTHA
I can link you two together on 
Facebook. 

Rosa SIGHS.  

ROSA
Mrs. Martha, can you tells us about 
the break-in? 

Martha sets the cookie tray down.
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MARTHA
Yes, Dear, it happened over the 
weekend. They broke out the windows 
and destroyed the tapes.

ROSA
Do you have any security footage 
from the break-in?

Martha turns on the front desk computer. A Windows 95 
operating system pops up on the dusty monitor. 

Jake wanders over to the art exhibits while still eating his 
cookies. 

Each art exhibit has a TV, attached to a VCR, with a stack of 
cassette tapes. Jake picks up one of the cassettes.

Jake uses his two fingers to rewind the tape back inside the 
cassette. 

JAKE
Let’s see what’s on this one.

Jake finishes winding the tape then puts it into the VCR. He 
pushes play. Static appears on the TV then a grainy shot then 
back to static. 

JAKE (CONT'D)
This tape is ruined. 

COMPUTER (O.S.)
You got mail.

JAKE
Any luck over there?

ROSA
Yeah come check this out. 

Jake, Rosa, and Martha watch the security footage from the 
break-in. The Suspect in black breaks windows and damages the 
tapes.

ROSA (CONT'D)
There he is. 

The video stalls and doesn’t load.

MARTHA
This damn thing.

Martha smacks the side of the computer monitor. The computer 
fuzzes then plays the video again.
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JAKE
Oh my gosh, this is hard to watch. 
What’s he doing to those poor 
tapes. Turn it off, turn it off.

Martha presses the pause button on Windows Media Player.

ROSA
Martha, can we get a copy of this.

MARTHA
Sure, sweetie, no problem.

Martha transfers the video to a external thumb drive. 

Jake notices a lanyard on the ground. He reaches down and 
picks it up.

JAKE
Does this belong to you?

MARTHA
I’ve never seen it before.

The lanyard is from the company, Netflix. There is a button 
attached that reads, “Betamax Hero”.

JAKE
I think we’ve found our first clue.

EXT. BROOKLYN STREET - DAY

The wheels spin fast on the stroller as Amy rushes down the 
busy sidewalk. One block in front of her is the Mysterious 
Woman. 

AMY
Alright Mrs. Hot stepper, go to 
your car so I can grab your license 
plate. 

The Mysterious Woman turns down an alley. 

EXT. BROOKLYN STREET - ALLEY - DAY

Amy turns down the alley.

The Mysterious Woman pulls her wig off and tosses it into the 
dumpster, revealing short dark hair. 
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Amy pulls out her cell phone and tries to record. She hits 
the record button too hard knocking the phone to the ground. 

Amy fumbles with the phone then picks it up. 

As she looks up, she sees a HENCHMAN standing in front of the 
alley entrance. 

AMY
Oh no, oohhh, no, someone else is 
following us.

The Henchman walks towards Amy.

AMY (CONT'D)
I’m sorry Mac, I should have never 
brought you here. Momma went too 
far.

Amy stands up and reaches inside of her purse. Her hand wraps 
around the pepper-spray canister.

Henchman walks closer, closer, then passes Amy without saying 
a word. 

Amy’s teeth are clenched, her hand still firmly on the pepper-
spray.

Henchman and Mysterious Woman get into a parked car. Amy hits 
record on her phone. She records the license plate number, 
then zooms in on the occupants. 

Amy’s phone RINGS, interrupting her recording.

INT. SQUAD CAR - DAY

Jake’s phone is propped up on his dash.

JAKE
Hey, how are you and little Mac 
doing?

AMY
Can you see me?

JAKE
Yes, I see you.

AMY
Okay, we’re good, just getting in 
some sun.

Jake gives Rosa a thumbs-up.  
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AMY (CONT'D)
So, what’s up?

JAKE
We need your help with some 
research. What do you think?

AMY
What do you got?

JAKE
You know the Art Museum break in? 
Well we think it has something to 
do with a Netflix employee.

AMY
You think a streaming platform is 
doing break-ins?

JAKE
Someone who works there is. I need 
you to look up Martha Brown on 
Facebook. She has the video on her 
page.  

EXT. BROOKLYN STREET - DAY

Amy stops her recording as Mysterious Woman and Henchmen 
drive away in their car.

JAKE
Just make sure you send her a 
friend request. She said if we 
friend request her then we can use 
the footage. 

AMY
I have other tasking right now, 
sorry, but I can’t help on this 
one. 

Amy ends the Zoom call. 

INT. SQUAD CAR - DAY

Jake stares into his phone.

JAKE
We just got blown off. 

ROSA
Now what?
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JAKE
Let’s head over to Netflix and see 
what we can dig up. 

Rosa puts the car into drive.

JAKE (CONT'D)
Time to figure out the identity of 
Mr.Betamax. 

EXT. NETFLIX HQ - DAY

A SECURITY GURARD stands outside of the gated complex.

Jake and Amy pull up.

JAKE
Good Afternoon, I’m detective 
Paralta, and this is detective 
Diaz.

SECURITY GUARD
Hello, how can I help you? 

ROSA
We’re investigating a crime and 
found this lanyard.

Rosa hands the Security Guard the lanyard.

ROSA (CONT'D)
Any idea who that belongs to?

The Security Guard looks at the lanyard.

SECURITY GUARD
There’s only one Betamax Hero that 
works here.

The Security Guard hands the lanyard back to Rosa.

SECURITY GUARD (CONT'D)
His name is Ed Smith, but I can’t 
let you in unless you got a 
warrant. 

ROSA
You’ve been very helpful, we’ll be 
back.

Rosa puts the car into reverse then drives away. 
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INT. 99 PRECINCT - BULLPEN - DAY

The clock on the wall strikes three pm. 

SCULLY
Okay, it’s time.

Scully reaches inside his desk and pulls out the weight loss 
donuts. 

HITCHCOCK
Let the fitness begin. 

Scully rips the plastic off the new box of weight loss 
donuts. He grabs three donuts then hands the box to 
Hitchcock. 

SCULLY
Here I’ll be your spotter. 

Hitchcock grabs three donuts then starts dipping them into 
his coffee. 

Charles watches from his desk. 

CHARLES
Three donuts a piece, huh? Is that 
your warm up?

HITCHCOCK
I’m not trying to pull another 
muscle. 

SCULLY
Me neither, I’ve got too many goals 
this month. 

CHARLES
On what planet, is eating three 
donuts a fitness goal?

Charles slides the scale across the ground towards Scully.

CHARLES (CONT'D)
Let’s just get into it and see 
those numbers.

Scully steps on the scale, it reads 225.

Hitchcock steps on the scale, it reads 255.

HITCHCOCK
Would you look at that, we’re both 
down 5 pounds.
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Scully slides the scale back to Charles.

SCULLY
Your turn.

Charles stands on the scale, it reads 157.

HITCHCOCK
Wow Charles, you’ve gained two 
pounds.

CHARLES
This can’t be right, I had no 
donuts. How did I gain?

SCULLY
Don’t be so hard on yourself, these 
weight loss donuts are legit. 

EXT. 99 PRECINCT - MAINTENANCE ROOM - DAY

Hitchcock enters the maintenance room with his hands in his 
pockets. He walks over to back, he pulls his hands out of his 
pockets and reveals ball bearings in both hands. 

He sets the ball bearings in a small box that sits on the 
shelf. 

HITCHCOCK
That should knock off a few.

He looks around to see if anyone is watching. 

Scully walks in.

SCULLY
Oh, I didn’t realize you were in 
here. Did you already, unload?

HITCHCOCK
You know it.

They high-five.

SCULLY
We gotta keep on top of this 
physical standard test.

HITCHCOCK
I know a guy, who knows a guy. We 
should be good.
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SCULLY
That’s what I like to hear. 

HITCHCOCK
Alright, I’m out of here, enjoy 
your weight loss.

END ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

EXT. 99 PRECINCT - BULLPEN - DAY

Charles watches Hitchcock and Scully exit the maintenance 
room together. He turns his attention back to his work.

Scully and Hitchcock walk in and take a seat at their desks.

SCULLY
You wanna set up another scale 
session, Charles?

CHARLES
No, Scully, looks like you’ve got 
it all figured out. 

SCULLY
When you find something that works, 
you stick with it, you know?

Charles get up and walks toward the exit.

CHARLES
Totally.

INT. MAINTENANCE ROOM - DAY

Charles looks around to see if anyone notices him as he 
enters the maintenance room.

He shuts the door. 

Charles puts his hands on his hips and looks around the 
maintenance room. 

CHARLES
What were they doing in here I 
wonder?

Charles starts to feel different items on the shelf. He 
touches a small box.

CHARLES (CONT'D)
This box is warm to the touch.

Charles opens the box to see it’s full of ball bearings. He 
toches them.

CHARLES (CONT'D)
Still warm.
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INT. 99 PRECINCT - BULLPEN - DAY

Jake and Rosa sit behind a laptop at Jake’s desk.

JAKE
Let’s start at the top and see if 
Ed “the tape hater” Smith has a 
criminal record. 

Jake types on the laptop.

JAKE (CONT'D)
No dice. 

ROSA
Pull up CLEAR and have a look.

Jake pulls up another data base. 

JAKE
Still nothing. 

ROSA
You check Interpol, yet?

JAKE
Checked Interpol, clean as a 
whistle.

Rosa slams her fist down on the desk. 

ROSA
There’s gotta be something out 
there.

JAKE
There’s one place we haven’t check 
yet.

ROSA
Facebook?

JAKE
Facebook. 

Jake logs into Facebook. 

JAKE (CONT'D)
First things, first.

Jake clicks accept on Martha’s friend request.

JAKE (CONT'D)
Now let’s find the perp. 
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Jake types on the computer as Rosa watches. 

ROSA
There he is. 

Jake clicks on the Ed Smith profile.

ROSA (CONT'D)
That’s the person from the security 
tape.

Jake puts the security video next to Ed’s profile picture.

JAKE
This is without a doubt Mr. 
Betamax. 

ROSA
And his Facebook profile says he’s 
a die hard Betamax fan who works 
for Netflix. 

Terry walks into the bullpen. 

TERRY
You guys talking Netflix. 

JAKE
No, not really.

TERRY
I always though Netflix should do a 
show about us.

JAKE
You mean like those creepy crime 
documentaries where the Husband 
always kills the Wife for the 
insurance money?

TERRY
You know the one I’m talking about? 

JAKE
Where the Wife is literally killed 
for the insurance?

TERRY
Yeah, but, there’s like this twist. 

JAKE
Yeah, the Wife gets killed so the 
Husband can spend all the money.
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TERRY
That’s the one. 

Rosa pulls up the Netflix headquarters location. 

ROSA
Their HQ is here in Brooklyn.

Jake stands up and grabs his gun.

JAKE
Let’s go.

Jake and Rosa head for the exit.

TERRY
Netfilx headquarters? You guys 
pitching Terry’s idea without him?

JAKE
We’d never, we have a warrant to 
pick up and an arrest to make. 

INT. JAKE AND AMY’S APARTMENT - DAY

Amy rushes inside, she picks Mac up and holds him on her hip. 
With her other hand she uses her computer and opens up a 
program.

AMY
This is your first official 
investigation, Mac. 

Mac smiles.

AMY (CONT'D)
But this is no laughing matter. We 
have a possible cheater, a real 
scandal.

Mac no longer smiles.

AMY (CONT'D)
Step one, identify the suspects.

Amy types the license plate number into the program, it 
reveals the car is reregistered to JANE HANSEN.

Amy types Jane Hansen into another program.
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AMY (CONT'D)
Here’s our first clue, Mac, the 
suspect was a student at the same 
school where Kevin teaches.

The program shows web postings from Jane Hansen on 
RateMyProfessor.com, Amy opens the post then reads it.

AMY (CONT'D)
I took 2 classes from Kevin and he 
failed me in both. It ruined my 
life. 1 star review. 

Amy looks at Mac.

AMY (CONT'D)
This is what we call, motive, Mac. 

EXT. NETFLIX HQ - DAY

Jake and Rosa pull up to the front of the building. 

The Security Guard approaches them.

SECURITY GUARD
Your’e back so soon?

JAKE
Detective Paralta and my partner 
Detective Diaz.

Jake flashes his credentials. 

SECURITY GUARD
Yeah, I remember you from an hour 
ago.

JAKE
We’re looking for an employee, can 
you point us towards Ed Smith’s 
office?

SECURITY GUARD
Ed finally went and did something, 
huh? Ed is a good guy, loved by 
everyone.

ROSA
Why do say that?
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SECURITY GUARD
No reason really, he just been 
around since the compact disk days, 
knows everything about this place. 

Jake turns to Rosa.

JAKE
He’s been here since compact disk 
days.

ROSA
What about it?

JAKE
Compact disk is what killed tape. 
You don’t see the connection there?

ROSA
No.

JAKE
Mr. Betamax started with the 
company when compact disks became 
popular. He devoted part of his 
life to killing off tape.

Jake turns back to the Security Guard.

JAKE (CONT'D)
Yup, that’s him, Ed, where can we 
find him?

SECURITY GUARD
I can page him down to come down 
here. 

INT. NETFLIX HQ - LOBBY - DAY

The Security Guard picks up a phone at the front desk.

SECURITY GUARD
Ed Smith, your presence is 
requested in the lobby. 

He hangs the phone up.

SECURITY GUARD (CONT'D)
Okay, he should be down any second.

Just then a door opens, it’s Ed Smith.
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ED SMITH
Yeah, what do ya want?

Jake and Rosa turn towards to Ed Smith.

As soon as Ed Smith sees them, he quickly turns, and runs 
back into the office. 

INT. NETFLIX HQ - OFFICES - DAY

Jake and Rosa give chase, guns drawn, they cut through office 
cubicles.  

JAKE
Brooklyn PD, everyone stay put. 

ROSA
Ed Smith, come on out.

Rosa peaks around the corner.  

It’s Ed Smith with a stack of compact disks, he throws the 
disks at Rosa. The disks cut through the air then CRASHES 
near Rosa.

Rosa dodges the disks. Ed throws more. 

From the left Jake tackles Ed Smith to the ground. He pulls 
out his handcuffs and locks Ed’s wrists together. 

JAKE
I got you, crazy Ed Smith. Your war 
on tape ends today. 

The entire office begins to CLAP as Jake and Rosa lead Ed 
Smith out of the office. 

ED SMITH
I’m innocent. Why are you people 
clapping? You know how long I’ve 
worked here?

Jake and Rosa walk Ed Smith towards the exit. 

Just before they leave, the office MANAGER stops them.

MANAGER
Hey Ed, you’re fired. 

Ed Smith slumps and puts his head down. 

The office workers CHEER. 
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MANAGER (CONT'D)
Here at Netflix we love movies. We 
imagine, we create and we stream 
our ideas, our passions, our love, 
into the world. 

Ed Smith looks at Manager. 

MANAGER (CONT'D)
But not you, Ed Smith. You never 
loved movies, you just hated tape. 

Ed Smith GASPS.

MANAGER (CONT'D)
We know it was you who broke into 
the museum.

Ed Smith SNARLS.

MANAGER (CONT'D)
You even cheered when Blockbuster 
shut down.

Ed Smith lets out a HISS.

MANAGER (CONT'D)
So today, we cheer for you being 
shut down. 

The office CHEERS.

ED SMITH
You don’t understand. It’s the 
medium.

MANAGER
Get him out of here.

Jake and Rosa force Ed Smith through the exit.

ED SMITH
It’s the medium. The medium is the 
message. 

END ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

INT. 99 PRECINCT - HOLTS OFFICE - DAY

Holt sits at his desk while Kevin stands in the doorway.

KEVIN
So that’s when she just started 
kissing me.

HOLT
Inside the coffee shop?

KEVIN
Yeah.

HOLT
And you never met her?

KEVIN
No.

Holt grabs a bullet from his desk and starts rolling it 
between his fingers. 

HOLT
I’ve never heard about a case like 
this, maybe it was just, mistaken 
identity?

KEVIN
Maybe there was a second guy with a 
camera?

Holt sets the bullet on his desk.

HOLT
Well, I trust you, Kevin. Let’s 
just forget this ever happened. 

Amy rushes into Holt’s office. 

AMY
You’re not gonna believe what 
happened. 

HOLT
You were kissed by a weirdo 
downtown?

AMY
No, but I guess you two already 
talked it over?
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HOLT
We’re putting it behind us.

Amy pulls out her phone and shows Kevin and Holt the footage.

KEVIN
That’s her. That’s the woman who 
kissed me.  

AMY
I’ve got this whole case under 
control. 

Holt picks the bullet back up and rolls it between his 
fingers.

KEVIN
Where did you get this footage? 

AMY
I was downtown and witnessed it. 

HOLT
Well, what do you got?

AMY
The suspect is Jane Hansen, a 
former student of yours, Kevin.

KEVIN
I don’t remember this person.

AMY
You failed her in two classes.

Amy flips to another video clip on her phone.

KEVIN
So she wanted to kiss me because I 
failed her?

Amy shows Kevin the video clip. It’s Henchmen taking pictures 
of Jane, kissing Kevin. 

AMY
I believe we have an fraternization 
extortion conspiracy.

KEVIN
I thought I saw a camera flash. 

Holt flips the bullet in the air, it spins then lands in his 
other hand.
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HOLT
Nice work, Santiago. Issue a 
warrant and bring them in. 

INT. BULLPEN - DAY

Charles sits at his desk doing paper work while Scully and 
Hitchcock stare at the clock.

SULLY
Okay, it’s go time.

Hitchcock pulls out the box of weight loss donuts. He grabs 
three, then hands the box to Scully.

CHARLES
Shall we?

Charles pulls out the scale and slides it across the ground 
to Scully.

SCULLY
I feel lighter, and I’m confident 
the scale will mirror these 
feelings.

Scully turns the scale on then stands on top of it.

Charles walks up next to Scully as the numbers on the scale 
stop at 250.

SCULLY (CONT'D)
Would you look at that, I’m down 
more weight.

CHARLES
Impressive. That’s very impressive.

Charles reaches his hand inside of Scully’s pants pocket. He 
pulls out a handful of ball bearings.

The scale drops down to 248.

Scully is shocked. 

CHARLES (CONT'D)
I’m just so impressed, how you 
orchestrated all of this.

Charles drops the balls onto the ground then reaches his and 
into Scully’s other pocket, more ball bearings.
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CHARLES (CONT'D)
You carried weight in your pockets 
during the original weight-in to 
temporarily inflate your weight. 
Then by dumping the weight out, you 
could control the scale.

SCULLY
Where would you get that idea.

Hitchcock dumps ball bearings from his pockets into the 
trash.

HITCHCOCK
I give up, you got us.

Hitchcock grabs another donut. 

SCULLY
Yeah you got us, and I have a 
confession to make. These are not 
actually weight loss donuts.

Scully grabs another donut.

CHARLES
I’ll give you until tomorrow to 
clean your acts up before I tell 
Terry.

Charles grabs a donut.

HITCHCOCK
I like that idea. 

END OF SHOW
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